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Using modern web-programing, computer speech 
and telephony to build systems to 

recruit, remind, schedule, and track patients, 
so as to keep them in good health

Health Communication Technology 
Group



Our computer simulation studies (outlined below) told us that:

• Reaching the predicted survival level of 88% by prompt
annual attendance screening from age 40 would be an
enormous reduction in breast cancer death in comparison to
the current level of breast cancer survival, which is believed
to be about 55-70%. Since there are more than 40,000 deaths
caused by breast cancers in the USA per year, this translates
into tens-of-thousands of lives that could be saved.

• Twice-yearly screening from age 30 might reach breast 
cancer survival levels of 91%. Because of the approximately 
180,000 women are found to have breast cancer in the US 
each year this translates into more than 5000 extra lives that 
might be saved by such a strategy.   



Our computer simulation studies (outlined below) told us that:

• Reaching the predicted survival level of 88% by prompt
annual attendance screening from age 40 would be an
enormous reduction in breast cancer death in comparison to
the current level of breast cancer survival, which is believed
to be about 55-70%. Since there are more than 40,000 deaths
caused by breast cancers in the USA per year, this translates
into tens-of-thousands of lives that could be saved.

• Twice-yearly screening from age 30 might reach breast 
cancer survival levels of 91%. Because of the approximately 
180,000 women are found to have breast cancer in the US 
each year this translates into more than 5000 extra lives that 
might be saved by such a strategy.   

What is Our Most Powerful  Tool 
For Reducing the Breast Carcinoma 

Death Rate?



non-adherence affects many aspects of 
medicine, as seen in failure of patients 

to take their medications, missed 
appointments for cancer screening, 

hypertension control, diabetes control, 
immunization, …[fill in for yourself!]

Failure to Adhere to Medical 
Advice is a Hidden Crisis in 

Modern Healthcare!!



Each year ~36,000 Americans, 
including ~ 100 children, die of 

influenza
In 2003, 98 otherwise normal 
children died of influenza…

… only one of these children had 
received influenza vaccine

Flu vaccine cost just ~$25, and is usually covered by health 
insurance, Medicaid and Medicare











Forgetting is an unappreciated cause of 
non-adherence

Which can sometimes be ameliorated by 
simple reminding



An intervention study to enhance medication compliance in community-
dwelling elderly individuals.

Fulmer TT, Feldman PH, Kim TS, Carty B, Beers M, Molina M, Putnam M.
J Gerontol Nurs. 1999 Aug;25(8):6-14.

OBJECTIVE: To determine whether daily videotelephone or regular telephone reminders would increase the 
proportion of prescribed cardiac medications taken in a sample of elderly individuals who have congestive heart failure 
(CHF). METHODS: The authors recruited community-dwelling individuals age 65 and older who had the primary or 

secondary diagnosis of CHF into a randomized controlled trial of reminder calls designed to enhance medication 
compliance. There were three arms: a control group that received usual care; a group that received regular daily 

telephone call reminders; and a group that received daily videotelephone call reminders. Compliance was defined as 
the percent of therapeutic coverage as recorded by Medication Event Monitoring System (MEMS) caps. Subjects were 

recruited from 2 sources: a large urban home health care agency and a large urban ambulatory clinic of a major 
teaching hospital. Baseline and post-intervention MOS 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-36) scores and 

Minnesota Living with Heart Failure (MLHF) scores were obtained. RESULTS: There was a significant time effect 
during the course of the study from baseline to post-intervention (F[2,34] = 4.08, p < .05). Over time the elderly 
individuals who were called, either by telephone or videotelephone, showed enhanced medication compliance 

relative to the control group. There was a trend, but no significant difference between the two intervention groups. 
Both SF-36 and MLHF scores improved from baseline to post-intervention for all groups. There was no significant 
change in the SF-36 scores for the sample, but there was a significant change for the MLHF scores (p < .001). The 

control group had a significant fall off in the medication compliance rate during the course of the study, dropping from 
81% to 57%. CONCLUSIONS: Telephone interventions are effective in enhancing medication compliance and may 
prove more cost effective than clinic visits or preparation of pre-poured pill boxes in the home. Technologic advances 

which enable clinicians to monitor and enhance patient medication compliance may reduce costly and distressing 
hospitalization for elderly individuals with CHF.

Reminding Patients Helps Them Adhere!



However, there is a cheap, easy, 
technological fix, in automated 
computer generated telephone 

reminder messages.

Computer Software 
System for 

Automatically 
Making Telephone 
Calls and Leaving 

Messages



Physician
Patient

Pharmacist

XX

X

Medicine is Fragmented



Physician
Patient

Pharmacist

A Reminder System Can De-Fragment

Refill 
Call-In 
System



When Done Right, People LIKE 
Computer Speech

1. The reminder system creates a RELATIONSHIP between the patient and the 
system. A major goal is to make this a relationship that the patient LIKES, 
WANTS, and RESPONDS TO FAVORABLY.  This means perfecting the 
personality and human-factors aspect of the reminder voice and message.

2. Why not let the system become a helpful friend to the patient:

a. Allow the patient’s other medications to be included

b. Allow the patient to use the system for any other reminder that she wishes

3. Adapt the system to providing the patient with other helpful medical information

4. Create reminder systems for other medications

5. Re-engineer the cell phone to tighten the link between the cell phone and the pill



IBM Health Monitor

Novel mobile health monitoring devices such as the blood pressure cuff (left) and pill 
boxes (right) send data to the mobile phone via Bluetooth. The mobile hub software 
integrated into the mobile phone (center) forwards the data to a care center for 
monitoring (screen in the back) and returns reminders or alarms in an emergency. A 
Mark of Fitness MF-77 blood pressure monitor and Bang & Olufsen IDAS II patient 
compliance device, both modified by IBM Engineering & Technology Services to 
operate with Bluetooth, along with the Sony Ericsson P900 cell phone serving as the 
communications hub, are running software developed by IBM Research. The patient 
measurements are viewed in real time via a standard Web browser, are running here 
on an IBM Thinkpad laptop computer.



There is a Science to Persuasion



Mammography Illustrates Many 
of the Principles of Medical 

Non-Adherence



A decade of study of screening mammography 
has taught us: 

• Annual screening saves lives (~90% survival), 
• Most women begin at age 40, but then don’t 

come back on time.
• This cuts the life-sparing effect of mammography 

in half.



• Only 6% of the women with a mammogram in 1992 utilized 
all 10 mammograms possible over the next ten years.

• The median number of mammograms over the 10-year period 
utilized was 5.06 (51% of the ACS recommendation).

• By computer simulation, this underutilization should lead to a 
50% higher level of breast cancer death.   

• 1-in-4 women never come back.
• 26% of the women who make an appointment for a 

mammogram forget to show up
• Women from traditionally-underserved socio-economic, racial 

and ethnic groups, and women who did not speak English,  
had lower levels of usage, as did women attending their first 
mammogram or who had not previously returned promptly for 
screening.  

• However, all sub-populations of women sorted by age, race, 
ethnicity, zip code, income, previous screening use, or medical 
history fail to return promptly for annual screening exams. 



The Main Psychological Mechanism 
for Missing Appointments is 

Simple Forgetting.

More than 100 studies have shown 
that ordinary reminders (especially 
telephone reminders) will improve 
the use of breast cancer screening.



Why is prompt return to 
screening so poor?

Sending reminders to make, and then 
attend, mammography exams is a 

thankless, expensive, time-consuming, 
and tedious task. 



Why is prompt return to 
screening so poor?

Sending reminders to make, and then 
attend, mammography exams is a 

thankless, expensive, time-consuming, 
and tedious task. 

•Screening centers make their calls is the afternoon, but many women are not home 
till evening.
•Few screening centers have callers who speak Spanish, Chinese, and other 
languages in common use.
•There are no systems for sending reminders to women who have not yet made 
appointments, nor to women who have missed their appointments.



An Integrated Reminder/Tracking System, 
for Minimizing Delay in the Diagnosis and 

Treatment of Breast Cancer

The system sends computer generated 
telephone reminder messages to women 

to encourage prompt attendance at annual 
screening visits,

and web forms to aid physicians in tracking 
patients with breast symptoms.

To solve this problem, we have developed:



The reminder/tracking system is 
on a server outside of an 

individual hospital, so that it can 
follow a woman wherever she 

seeks medical care. 



The reminder/tracking system is 
on a server outside of an 

individual hospital, but it will 
still be fully secure and 

HIPAA compliant. 



The reminder/tracking system is 
on a Server Outside of an 

individual hospital, so that it can 
be accessed through the web, or 

through computer telephony, 
from anywhere 



Let’s take a look at the system.

It’s now fully functional, capable of sending 
computer generated reminders to women who have 
made appointments for screening mammograms.



Any screening center or physician’s office who has been 
given logon privileges and a password can use the system: 

all that’s needed is access to the Internet. 



A calendar provides a convenient tool for entering an upcoming 
appointment and its corresponding computer generated telephone 

reminder.  (Data can also be entered in bulk, if available electronically.) 



If the patient is already in the system, all you need is the 
social security number or first/last name.



We can send her the telephone message in any language she 
wishes, at any time she wishes.



When she finally comes in for this year’s screening exam, it’s easy 
to initiate the reminder for the next year’s screening  visit.



A scheduler initiates the telephone 
reminder at any desired time previous 

to the appointment.



The Massachusetts General Hospital is calling with a medical appointment reminder for Ms [first name] [last name].  If this is your name, please press “1” now.  Otherwise, press “2”.
Nothing pressed – wait 3 seconds: This is an automated message from the Massachusetts General Hospital calling with a medical appointment reminder for Ms. [first name] [last name].  To 
confirm the time and day of your upcoming appointment, you may call 617-726-0985 from 9 AM to 5 PM.  Thank you.  Goodbye.
2 (or other key) pressed: This is a private medical appointment reminder.  Please tell Ms. [first name] [last name] that the Massachusetts General Hospital called.  If Ms. [first name] [last 
name] wishes to confirm the date and time of her upcoming appointment, she may call 617-726-0985 from 9 AM to 5 PM.  To repeat this telephone number, please press “1” now.
If 1 is pressed: [Repeat italicized chunk of paragraph above]
If any other key is pressed or 3 seconds passes: Goodbye.  [hangup]
1 pressed: I am calling to provide you with a medical appointment reminder.  To insure your confidentiality, so that only you may receive this reminder, please enter the month and day of your 
birthday, in numbers, followed by the pound sign.  For example, if your birthday is February 14th, please press zero two one four followed by the pound key.
Incorrect birthday (first time): I’m sorry, but that’s not correct.  [Repeat italicized chunk of paragraph above].
Incorrect birthday (second time): This is a private medical appointment reminder.  Please tell Ms. [first name] [last name] that the Massachusetts General Hospital called.  If Ms. [first name] 
[last name] wishes to confirm the date and time of her upcoming appointment, she may call 617-726-0985 from 9 AM to 5 PM.  To repeat this telephone number, please press “1” now.
If 1 is pressed: [Repeat italicized chunk of paragraph above]
If any other key is pressed or 3 seconds passes: Goodbye.  [hangup]
Correct birthday entered: Thank you.  Please remember that you have an appointment for your annual mammogram on [day of week] [month] [day] at [hour][minute][AM/PM].  If you have 
any questions, feel free to call the center at 617-726-0985 between 9 AM and 5 PM.  If you’d like to receive another telephone reminder the day before the appointment, please press 1 now, 
otherwise, press 2.  
{If 1, any key other than 2, or nothing is pressed, set “repeat reminder” to true.  If 2 is pressed, set “repeat reminder” to false.  Then continue.}
To hear the date and time of your appointment again, please press 1.  As you may know, the Avon Center not only provides breast cancer screening to large numbers of women, but also carries 
out research to improve women’s health.  If you would like to learn about participating in one of these studies, please press 2 and we will contact you with details.  If you need directions to the 
center or instructions as to how to prepare for the mammogram, please press 3 now.    To hear this message again, please press 4.  To conclude and hang up, please press 5.
1 pressed: [Repeat italicized chunk of paragraph above (This would be the entire paragraph, minus the section about receiving another appointment reminder).]
2 pressed: Thank you for your interest in being contacted about a research study.  We shall be calling you in a few days.  If you would like us to call you on a weekday, please press 1.  If you 
would like us to call you on a weekend, please press 2.
1 or 2 pressed: Thank you.  [Repeat the “menu” section of the previous paragraph (second italicized chunk that starts “To hear the date and time of your appointment…”)]
Other or no key pressed: [Repeat the “menu” section of the previous paragraph (second italicized chunk that starts “To hear the date and time of your appointment…”)]
3 pressed: The MGH Breast Imaging Division is located on the Second Floor of the Wang Building at the Massachusetts General Hospital, Blossom Street, Boston, Massachusetts.  Please arrive 
10 minutes early to the Avon Center and do not apply any deodorants, lotions, or powders to your skin that day.  [Repeat the “menu” section of the previous paragraph (second italicized chunk 
that starts “To hear the date and time of your appointment…”)]
4 pressed: [Repeat the “menu” section of the previous paragraph (second italicized chunk that starts “To hear the date and time of your appointment…”)]
5, other, or no key pressed: Goodbye.  [hangup]

Here’s the script designed for the Massachusetts General 
Hospital Breast Imaging Center.  It is now operational.



The telephone reminder is a hosted service:
The screening center needs 

no special telephone equipment.

A scheduler initiates the telephone 
reminder at any desired time previous 

to the appointment.



We Are Funded by the Komen 
Foundation To Provide 

Mammography Reminders to All 
Women in Massachusetts, and Test 

Their Impact on Screening Use



Other Projects...
… Ongoing



A randomized trial at the Greater Lawrence Family 
Health Center of a systems that will launch 

computer generated telephone messages to recruit 
patients to come in for cancer screening tests

(Karen Emmons DFCI PI)

• Lawrence Is the Poorest City in Massachusetts
• Many Immigrants
• Many Undocumented
• 2nd Largest Dominican Population in US
• 90% Spanish Speaking
• 60% Do Not Understand English
• 30% Illiterate in all Languages
• Deeply Committed to Good Health for All
• Research Oriented





Other Projects...
… Planned



Immunization Registry

Reminder System Server

Telephone 
Directory Database

(Available from 
Commercial Sources)

Mammography 
Reminder System

The Patient

Would you like to 
get a call for next 

year’s flue 
vaccine?

Pharmacies

800-xxx-xxxx 
Please call when 
the flu vaccine 

becomes available 

Physician’s 
Offices, HMO's, etc

TRACKING/REMINDER SYSTEM FOR INCREASING RATES 
OF INFLUENZA IMMUNIZATION

“Hello, this is a medical reminder 
message  from the [STATE] 
Department of Health, with 

information about the 
availably of flu vaccine in 

your area ...





HealthTalker, 



HealthTalker, 



Cancer Math Group



Building and Using 
Cancer Databases

 

27,000 patients
27 million records!

Partners CancerCare 
Retrospective 

Breast Cancer Database

Largest 
(in terms of total data) 

and most accurate 
(in terms of follow up)

source of information on breast 
cancer in the world



We have built similar databases 
for melanoma and hematolgical 

malignancies.
Databases for other cancers are in 

preparation.



One Use of These Data

Part of our work concerns the development of 
improved mathematical methods for predicting the 
risk of cancer death…

… and the application of these methods to the 
development of practical web-calculators, which 

can aid medical professionals in estimating the 
risk of breast carcinoma death, and the impact of 

various treatment options on that risk of death



Let’s take a quick look

http://www.cancer-math.net

Web-Based Calculators For Estimating 
the Risk of Cancer Death 

(and Other Features of Cancer Outcome), 
and the Impact of Various Treatment Choices on that Risk

http://www.cancer-math.net/


The Math Behind the 
Calculators…

… Is Based on a 
Mathematical 

Consideration of the 
Most Generally 

Recognized Mechanism 
of Cancer Death By the 
Spread of Cancer Cells



Let us define
p

as the probability of the 
lethal spread of a breast 

cancer cell from the 
primary site to the 

periphery, leading to 
death

From this, we can 
build an 

expression that 
relates the chance 

that the patient 
will die of the 

cancer (L) 
to the size of the 

cancer (D)



The sSizeOnly Equation

L = 1- e-QD
SizeChance 

of Death



The sSizeOnly Equation

L = 1- e-QD
The Q parameter 

is a measure 
of the probability 

of the spread 
of cancer cells



The sSizeOnly Equation

L = 1- e-QD

But does it work?



YES



L = 1- e-QD
The sSizeOnly Equation is expandable, 

so as to include information 
on additional prognostic factors



The sSizeOnly Equation is expandable, 
so as to include information 

on additional prognostic factors

L = 1- e-Q(g1*g2*g3)D

The -Q parameter 
is a measure 

of the probability 
of the spread 
of cancer cells



How much extra lethality is 
associated with other prognostic 

factors?





How Accurate Is It?

SEER, Stratified into Groups Differing by 2% Risk of Death Partners, Stratified into Groups Differing by 10% Risk of Death



How Accurate Is It?

SEER, Stratified into Groups Differing by 2% Risk of Death Partners, Stratified into Groups Differing by 10% Risk of Death



How Accurate Is It?



How Accurate Is It?



How Accurate Is It?



How Accurate Is It?



How Accurate Is It?



On The Other Hand, 
Adjuvant!Online is Quite inaccurate



And, Adjuvant!Online 
Does a Poor Job of Stratifying

Adjuvant!Online, 
Patients Sorted By Size and Number of Positive Nodes

SNP Method, 
Patients Sorted By Size and Number of Positive Nodes



This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



What is the Chance That a Patient Will 
Have Cancer in the Nodes?

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



Simulation of 
Breast Cancer 

Growth

Simulation of 
Breast Cancer 

Spread

L=1-e-QD

How Often Should Women Go For 
Mammograms?

Country Screening 
Recommendation

United States Every year from age 
40

Canada, Australia, 
Europe

Every second year 

United Kingdom every three years from 
age 50

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



Simulation of 
Breast Cancer 

Growth

Simulation of 
Breast Cancer 

Spread

L=1-e-QD

How Often Should Women Go For 
Mammograms?

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



Reduction Survivors Average Program Screening Costs
in Br Ca Screening Costs (screening dollars

SCREENING INTERVAL (MONTHS) death (in dollars per woman per year
(un-age- per cancer free averaged over the 

age age age age age age age structure- years of life saved) whole USA population
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 adjusted) (USA population) of women over age 20)

UK none none none 36 36 none none 12% 68.9% $1,353 $4
MGH-actual none none none 17 17 17 17 56% 84.6% $1,707 $14

ACS none none 12 12 12 12 12 66% 88.1% $2,978 $30
12 months 40-70 none none 12 12 12 12 none 33% 76.4% $3,489 $24

NCI none none none 12 12 12 12 60% 85.9% $2,225 $19
12 months 50-70 none none none 12 12 none none 25% 73.7% $2,473 $13

2 COUNTY none none 24 33 33 33 none 29% 75.0% $1,916 $11
6 month from 40 none none 6 6 6 6 6 71% 89.8% $5,415 $59
6 month from 30 none 6 6 6 6 6 6 74% 90.7% $8,948 $82

The Consequences of Various Life-Long Screening Breast Cancer  
as Determined by Computer Simulation Analysis

How Often Should Women Go For 
Mammograms?

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



Regular screening should result in a enormous 
reduction in the melanoma death rate!

Death Rate in 
the Absence of 

Screening

Should we Screen for Melanoma, 
and if so, How?

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



…design systems that optimize patient scheduling, tracking, 
and reminding, so as to achieve the maximal reduction in 
cancer death with the resources available:

• ONGOING:  
•Komen Mammography Reminder Project
•Lawrence Health Center Cancer Screening 
Messaging Project

• NEXT: 
•Colo-Rectal Cancer Screening Reminder Project
•Breast Cancer Tracking System Project
•Skin Cancer Screening Project.
• …

Applying Systems Engineering to the Management of Cancer

We have used this framework  to…

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



Br J Cancer. 2005 Nov 28;93(11):1244-9. Links
Spread of human cancer cells occurs with probabilities indicative of a nongenetic mechanism.Michaelson JS, Cheongsiatmoy 

JA, Dewey F, Silverstein MJ, Sgroi D, Smith B, Tanabe KK.
Department of Pathology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114, USA. michaelj@helix.mgh.harvard.edu

There has been much uncertainty as to whether metastasis requires mutation at the time of spread. Here, we use clinical data 
to calculate the probability of the spread of melanoma and breast cancer cells. These calculations reveal that the probability 

of the spread of cancer cells is relatively high for small tumours (approximately 1 event of spread for every 500 cells for 
melanomas of 0.1 mm) and declines as tumours increase in size (approximately 1 event of spread for every 10(8) cells for 

melanomas of 12 mm). The probability of spread of breast cancer cells from the lymph nodes to the periphery is 
approximately 1 event of spread for every 10(8) cells in the nodal masses, which have a mean diameter of 5 mm, while the 

probability of spread of cancer cells from the breast to the periphery when the primary masses are 5 mm is also 
approximately 1 event of spread for every 10(8) cells. Thus, the occurrence of an event of spread from the breast to the lymph 

nodes appears not to increase the propensity of the progeny of those cells to spread from the lymph nodes to the periphery. 
These values indicate that the spread of human breast cancer and melanoma cells is unlikely to occur by a mechanism 

requiring mutation at the time of spread.

… analyze the Nature of the Events of Spread that Underlie 
Metastasis 

We have used this framework  to…

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



…indentify The Causes of the Reductions in Cancer  Death 
Rates that Have Occurred Over the Past Decades

We have used this framework  to…

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



.. . tease out and Quantify the Contributions of Gene 
Expression Array Patterns to Cancer Lethality

We have used this framework  to…

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



.. . tease out and Quantify the Contributions of Local 
Recurrence and Second Cancers to Cancer Lethality

We have used this framework  to…

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



.. . Model The Spread of Cancer in the Nodes, and From the 
Nodes, so as to Provide Physicians with better Tools For 
Estimating the Chance of Nodal Metastasis, and to Quantify 
It’s Lethal Consequence.

We have used this framework  to…

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



•…Understand the Time Course of Metastatic Disease, the 
Tumor Dormancy Period, and the Cancer Hazard Function.
&
•…Model Chemotherapy, so as to Indentify the Dosages and 
Schedules for Achieving the Greatest Possible Extension (or 
Extinction) of Metastatic Disease

We have used this framework  to…

This Mathematical Framework Can Answer Many 
Practical Questions About Cancer



Let’s Return to Our Calculators



We Provide a Lot of Information



We Provide a Lot of Information



We Provide a Lot of Information



We Provide a Lot of Information



The Calculators Are Thoroughly Explained



The Calculators Are Thoroughly Explained



The Calculators Are Thoroughly Explained



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



We Provide a Whole Range of Calculators



Massachusetts General Hospital
Harvard Medical School

Laboratory for Quantitative Medicine
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